
1. Create a true remote intuitive 

workplace, make and receive 

calls to your landline from 

anywhere.

2. No infrastructure or evolution 

cost.

3. Modern state-of-art and 

constantly evolving telephony 

included in Microsoft Teams.

4. Security provided by 

Microsoft.

Teams provides both employee mobility (they can answer work calls in home office and the ability to build an advanced IVR. You can 
answer work number calls on cell phones and other terminals without being bound to a desk phone, which also gives mobility within 
the office.. Mateusz Borkowski, Head of Global IT and Digital Strategy
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Teams provides both employee 

mobility (they can answer work calls in

the home office) and the ability to build 

an advanced IVR. You can answer calls 

on cell phones and other terminals 

without being bound to a desk phone, 

which also gives mobility within the 

office.

All calls are managed by one operator, 

LoVo, instead of separate operators in 

each country or office. The whole 

administrative interface is transferred to 

Teams, which gives a huge operational 

improvement. Transferring your current 

numbering to Teams is simple, cost-

effective, and provides significant 

operational benefits.

Infrastructure of classical fixed 

telephone exchanges - examples of 

operating costs. Cost of 

purchasing telecommunications 

equipment:. Cost of Hardware, Cost 

of Software. Operating costs, 

Configuration costs. Costs of 

external services,. Costs of 

utilization.

Create a true remote 
intuitive workplace

Optimization of costs and 
administration

Digitization of 
telecommunications is a total 
absence of hassles such as

With LoVo and Teams you can reduce the cost of all calls 

by at least 30% and bring down the cost of 

telecommunication infrastructure to 0.

LoVo’s cloud solution allows you to use of wireline phone 

anywhere you are. With LoVo and Teams, you gain access 

to advanced telecommunications services without the 

need to incur infrastructural costs, and you can create a 

true remote workplace. 

“LoVo gives your voice 
to Teams”

https://www.lovo.pl/en/


Calling with Microsoft 

Teams has no investment 

barriers. 

No need to buy hardware, 

software. 

Microsoft's ecosystem is 

counted among the most 

secure cloud solutions in 

the world. 

Virtual PBX is constantly 

expanded with additional 

functionality without 

additional costs for users. 
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1. Mobile Remote Workstation.

2. Digitization and cloud in telecommunications.

3.  Cost optimization.

Calling from a fixed number with Microsoft Teams requires 

migrating and digitizing classic and fixed infrastructure to the 

cloud in Microsoft Teams. 
Infrastructure of classical fixed telephone exchanges -

examples of operating costs after migration and 
digitization to the cloud

Cost of purchasing telecommunications equipment = 0,00 
Euro

Cost of Hardware - 0,00 Euro

Cost of Software - 0,00 Euro

Operating costs - 0,00 Euro

Configuration costs - 0,00 Euro

Costs of external services - 0,00 Euro

Costs of utilization - 0,00 Euro.

The only costs are:

1. a Microsoft license to enable calling – Phone System or 
migration of the Enterprise license to Number 5.

2. minutes as part of the call packages locally in the country, 
to Europe, the World. 
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